Most Complete Insider’s View of Why
Terrorist Attacks Against U.S. Have Succeeded
Unpublicized Explosive Details
Rodney Stich, former federal air safety expert, international airline captain,
Navy patrol plane commander, documents via two explosive books the specific
acts by groups in the U.S. that make possible a continuing series of terrorist
attacks against the U.S. The errors that allowed the attempted bombing of
Northwest Flight 253 were more serious and deeply embedded problems that
will allow more terrorist attacks to succeed—unless the public gets informed
and outraged.
Evidence (not conspiracy theories) can be found at the Internet sites listed
below, and in two 600-plus-pages books that includes, for instance:
➤ The 9/11 hijackings: the people and groups in the U.S. that were
complicit in covering up areas of misconduct that enabled four groups of
terrorists to so easily hijack four airliners.
➤ TWA Flight 800: Why it was downed, and the advance notice provided
to FBI-DOJ personnel by a Mafiosi mole in the al Qaeda cell headed
by the infamous Ramzi Yousef, the mastermind behind the 1993 World
Trade Center bombing and the planned simultaneous downing of 12 U.S.
airliners departing Far East locations.
➤ PAA 103 Lockerbie downing: Evidence widely published in Europe
showing DOJ personnel planted evidence, paying for the planted
evidence; paying for perjured testimony; threatening witnesses not to
testify; and falsely causing an innocent person to be imprisoned, and much
more.
➤ U.S. embassies bombings in Africa: Advance information provided to
FBI-DOJ personnel, who then withheld the information that could have
otherwise been used to prevent the attacks.
➤ Why high-level DOJ cover-ups: The cover-ups were motivated by a highlevel DOJ scheme to falsely discredit the future testimony of the former
Mafiosi mole in the key al Qaeda cell. He was to testify in several murder
trials about the serial murders perpetrated by his father, known as “The
Killing Machine,” with the help of a key FBI supervisor in the New York
City offices. That scheme traded cover-up of the FBI scandal for what
followed, including several terrorist attacks, nearly 4,000 direct deaths, two
wars, and much more. Should you be outraged!!
➤ Details of the bizarre attacks upon a former government airline safety
inspector who sought to expose the misconduct behind the above
catastrophic events—and years of earlier tragedies.
➤ Combination of a culture of incompetence, indifference, and misconduct
is rampant throughout the area of terrorist activities and many other issues
adversely affecting Americans. This system will continue until enough
Americans become informed and outraged.
Print and e-books available at amazon.com and other sources, including the Kindle device.

More details at: www.unfriendlyskies.com and www.defraudingamerica.com

